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Company: Binnies

Location: United Kingdom

Category: construction-and-extraction

Our inhouse self-delivery strategy provides improved assurance, affordability, quality, safety,

communications, innovation, and collaboration. Our projects are led by experienced

programme and project managers to drive efficiencies. We are committed to innovation,

carbon reduction, continuous learning, and improvement in the way we work to enhance

productivity, reduce cycle times, and improve efficiency. Our employment within local

communities will provide knowledge transfer and social value improvements.

BWGM have an excellent opportunity for an Electrician to join our Projects division on a

permanent basis covering various sites throughout the Southern Water region of England.

The overall purpose of the role is to deliver electrical installation works including testing &

pre-commissioning activities within the major projects business. As an Electrician, you will

undertake a variety of tasks relating to setting up and maintaining electrical infrastructure.

Main duties and responsibilities

Maintain, repair and install electrical equipment for various private clients and Southern Water

sites.

Swiftly and comprehensively fault-find and rectify problems on a variety of electrical issues.

Deliver electrical construction to the standard identified in the electrical skills matrix.

Deliver electrical compliance to the standard identified in the electrical skills matrix.

Deliver electrical control to the standard identified in the electrical skills matrix.

Demonstrate an understanding of current electrical regulations to BS7671.
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Demonstrate an understanding & construction skill base of current WIMES Specifications.

Complete & input into the required NICEIC Certification.

Interpret RAMS and prepare daily briefings.

Deliver electrical isolations & process instructions in accordance with the BWGM Electrical

Safety Rules (ESR).

Able to ensure CP (Competent Person) status in line with the WGM ESR’s.

To be considered for this position you will have at least 2-3 years previous experience

electrical experience ideally within an engineering background, the ideal candidate will have

excellent technical skills and the ability to work as part of team as well and on your own initiative.

Candidates should be a time served electrician or have a relevant electrical qualification for the

role as well as being qualified to 18th edition wiring regulations.
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